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Introduction
In analysis methods of the stability of seawall, Slope safety factor evaluation method don't think about uncertain factors and variability of parameters or just simple think about them. For this reason there always be the deviation between designed and actual is very large. So some scholars apply structural reliability to analysis methods of the stability, and by counting stability of structural reliability to measure the stability.
But in the actual projects, traditional reliability theory cannot be well in actual conditions because of the complexity of project, People's congnitive limitations and some uncertain factors during construction. In recent years, the research and the gains with fuzzy theory used in analysis methods of stability of engineering structure turned out that giving the model of fuzzy reliability is more scientific and reasonable in analysis of stability. Fuzzy reliability and traditional reliability are not antithetical, traditional reliability is a special case of fuzzy reliability. [1] Proposing fuzzy reliability From fuzzy theory, we can know that fuzzy probability definition of fuzzy events A is
Is membership function of fuzzy events A. We have adopted the theory of paper 1:From structure in good condition to the structure failure is a program rather than either this or that. So the working status of structures is fuzzy. In actual projects, structural resistance R and load S all have uncertain factors. So they probably have fuzzy uncertainty. And we can write security situation Z=R-S>0 and damage Z=R-S<0 to fuzzy form. And this can be achieved by introducing tolerance such as the maximum structural resistance is d R and the maximum load is d S , and for critical state, it become a fuzzy damage district Z based on real number field R n whose number is random variables. 
Giving Model of Seawall Program Fuzzy Reliability
Safety factor analysis methods of the stability of whole seawall has two main methods: immediate integration and swedish circle method. In this article, we based on Swedish circle method to build functions.
The details of swedish circle method and the arc calculation model theory of seawall sketch as follows: 
∑ ∑
Z<0, means structure is damaged; Z>0, means structure is reliable. We assume that the distribution of R and S are normal distribution, and we can get the distribution of Z is normal distribution too. Probability density function of Z is 
Example
There is a seawall that is built on deep slit. Original ground level is - We can see that the numerical value of β is smaller than β . The reason is fuzzy reliability theory thinks about uncertain factors, and those factors always reduce the reliability of seawall.
Summary
Through combining fuzzy random reliability theory and Swedish circle method gives a model of fuzzy reliability about calculating seawall reliability to provide engineering as a reference.
Because practical engineering is very complex, so we made assumption is very differences with practical engineering and those difference need to be corrected with engineering experience; making sure of membership function has a lot of ways and the way we adopted lacks of experience.
